
week in review headlines

"behold, I come; in the scroll of the book it is 
written of me." psa 40:7

Scientists Create Synthetic Human Embryos In The Lab 
Paving The Way For Soulless Non-Human Entities Created 
Without Sperm Or Egg 
When you read the book of Revelation, it’s a veritable 
cavalcade of end times entities that come bubbling up 
from the nether regions of the abyss, much of it of the 
non-human variety. Scientists have now figured out how 
to create a synthetic embryo in the lab that needs 
neither sperm nor egg to form. Let your imagination 
wander to just what type of spiritual things might want 
to inhabit these bodies. It’s all ‘par for the course’ 
in the coming Days of Noah.

Harvard Medical School morgue manager and 6 others 
accused of stealing and selling human remains — 
including bodies of stillborn infants
"Some crimes defy understanding," Karam said. "The 
theft and trafficking of human remains strikes at the 
very essence of what makes us human."

Death toll of doomsday starvation cult in Kenya reaches 
300, and over 600 more are missing
Police began an investigation after receiving a tip 
that dozens of people were starving themselves on the 
order of a pastor. They rescued about 95 emaciated 
people from the property and arrested Mackenzie.

Documentary: Unsustainable – The UN’s Agenda for World 
Domination



Globalists in the power elite – working through the 
United Nations – are waging war against property 
rights, gun rights and capitalism to usher in a Marxist 
World Order. This war is known as “Agenda 21.”

MSNBC runs hit segment on parents, says their efforts 
to protect children from LGBT grooming and pedophilia 
constitute “hate” 
“Deadline: White House,” one of the top-rated shows on 
the failing cable news channel MSNBC, ran a hit segment 
this week against parents and their allies who want to 
protect innocent children from LGBT grooming and 
pedophilia in public school classrooms all across the 
country.

Japan Begins Secretly Releasing Irradiated Water From 
Fukushima Disaster Into the Ocean 
Tokyo Electric Power Company (better known as TEPCO) 
started releasing irradiated seawater from Monday 
afternoon into an underwater tunnel that has been built 
to release Fukushima nuclear contaminated water into 
the sea, Japan’s public broadcaster NHK said on 
Tuesday. According to TEPCO, the tunnel will be filled 
with some 6,000 tons of seawater by around noon on 
Tuesday.

WHO makes bombshell announcement launching ‘digital 
health certification network’: Will the ‘mark’ soon be 
foisted upon the people of the world?
…This is something I’ve been warning was coming for 
nearly three years and so it’s almost anti-climactic 
for readers of this site, where we weren’t afraid to 
shout it from the housetops early and often about the 
resemblance of the WHO’s “digital health certificate” 



to the biblical mark of the beast.

David Martin on ‘BEST CASE’ of Covid VAXX: ‘We’re 
Talking About 600 Million People Incapacitated’
David Martin on ‘BEST CASE’ of Covid VAXX: ‘We’re 
Talking About 600 Million People Incapacitated’

WEF Wants To Slaughter Millions of Pet Cats and Dogs To 
Fight Climate Change
The World Economic Forum has recently launched a 
controversial new initiative that will have animal 
rights activists up in arms. The World Economic Forum 
is now calling for millions of cats and dogs worldwide 
to be slaughtered in an effort to reduce the “carbon 
pawprint” they produce as a result of eating meat.

Preparing for war? IDF, healthcare facilities practice 
evacuation of special-needs patients
The Israel Defense Forces Home Front Command and the 
country’s civilian medical system in recent days 
rehearsed the wartime evacuation of special-needs 
patients from northern Israel. The exercise, which took 
place in nine separate locations in the Shlomi Regional 
Council, around a kilometer from the Lebanese border, 
simulated an IDF directive to evacuate northern 
communities,

“This Is Evil!”- Wisconsin County Poised to Pass Four-
Part Resolution to Become Nation’s First Sex 
Reassignment Sanctuary for “Trans and Non-Binary” 
Children So They Can be Transitioned without Parental 
Consent
The mask has completely dropped: leftists in government 
are now openly inviting adults from across America to 



allow the mutilation of innocent children without 
parental consent and have them exposed to X-rated 
material.

Palestinian Poll: Vast Majority See Violence as 
Solution; Few Believe in Two-State Solution
The Palestinian Center for Policy and Survey Research 
(PCPSR) released a new survey on Wednesday that painted 
a grim picture of a Palestinian public overwhelmingly 
supportive of violence towards Israel, with two-thirds 
believing that Israel will not celebrate its hundredth 
anniversary.

BEWARE: “Catholic” Healthcare Network Facilitating 
Child Sex Changes: Satanists Mutilate Children
Genital mutilation surgeries are big business and make 
hospitals big money.  Founder of the Lepanto Institute 
Michael Hichborn is here to detail his groundbreaking 
story exposing CommonSpirit Health for organizing trans 
surgeries at Catholic hospitals.


